Vitamin D Deficiency (VDD) is a Global Pandemic!

VDD is estimated to affect one billion people worldwide and 70-80% of people in the U.S. VDD affects 5% to 99% of people dependent upon age, race, gender, group, location, etc. VDD is very associated with major diseases that cause health disparities. VDD causes massive global pain, suffering & pre-mature death. VDD is THE KING OF ALL SILENT KILLERS

To Fact Check: Go to www.Pubmed.gov and put listed PMID numbers in the Top Search Bar

[PMID#s  18400738, 20590017, 21702395, 21896873, 23075936, 23306192,
23364265, 24219374, 25071593 25856222, 28513755, 28516265, 28768407]

"Actions are urgently needed to protect the global population from the threats posed by Vitamin D Deficiency."

[2017 PMID: 28768407]

The purpose of this www.VDDKills.com web-site (www.VitaminDDeficiencyDiseases.com) is to sound an alarm along with the coming book:

The Global Pandemic of VDD (Vitamin D Deficiency)

The front page of this site was recently changed in order to address the current headlines of exploding healthcare costs, chronic disease increases, life-span decreases, hospitals closing and MENTAL ILLNESS. It will address the top 12 LEADING CAUSES of DEATH that result in 50-75% of all healthcare costs. It will address the top MENTAL ILLNESS CONDITIONS that so often are more common with VDD.

The aim of this site and the coming book is to teach the public, healthcare providers, public authorities and some researchers about The Global Pandemic of VDD. Sadly, many people in research and medicine still believe that Vitamin D, the “Sunshine” Vitamin, is only needed for teeth and bones. For over a decade, medical articles have reported that Vitamin D does so much more. It is critical to the immune system. It has been shown to have anti-bacterial, anti-viral, anti-inflammation, anti-anxiety, anti-depressive, anti-pain & anti-cancer actions. To change “Managed Care” into “Preventive & Cure Care” we need immediate action against the pandemic. Over-the-counter Vitamin D3 is safe & simple, with positive effects. One year of D3 costs only $20 to $40.

Vitamin D Deficiency is similar to Vitamin C Deficiency scurvy, which reportedly killed 1-2 million sailors between 1500 and 1800, yet they are very different. Both involve just one nutrient vitamin. Both are best at preventing disease. Both can lead to grave sickness and death. But VDD is different than scurvy in many ways. VDD can SILENTLY impact a person for life with a myriad of diseases beginning at conception. Scurvy shows clear outward signs of tissue and blood vessel breakdown resulting in inflamed, bleeding and swollen gums, tooth loss, and purplish bleeding skin for months before death. VDD can affect a person for years before deadly secondary diseases occur that cannot always be reversed. When discovered, scurvy can be reversed in weeks if caught soon enough, while VDD takes months. VDD is a silent killer until the myriad of secondary often chronic and deadly diseases appear. So, it is paramount that regular Vitamin D blood tests are done to check for VDD. Sadly, many people have NEVER been tested for VDD. And most people have NEVER routinely been re-tested for VDD, although patients assume it is done with a routine blood test. Even sadder, is that most hospitals do NOT test for VDD pre-admission, or after admission. Researchers found Vitamin D levels can help determine total length of stay in the hospital, and whether a patient survives or not. It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

The Global Pandemic of VDD exists for a number or reasons. Lack of public education is one. The main reason worldwide VDD has been missed, dismissed, and/or ignored, is likely because two groups of researchers have been debating Vitamin D Testing and Recommended Dietary Allowance (RDA), for over a decade. VDD is so common & related to so many diseases, it seems logical the D3 RDA indeed is set too low. You decide!
It is very possible that Dental Doctors, and their Staff, can help lead the way in eradicating VDD. In 1900, oral infection was a leading cause of death. Since then, Dental Doctors & Staff made it extremely rare. VDD increases tooth decay, gum disease, bone loss and tooth loss. Dental Doctors can help diagnose rampant VDD by prescribing Vitamin D blood tests & immediately telling adult patients to take 4,000 IU per day of OTC D3. Patients should ask their medical doctor if they can take even more OTC D3, per Endocrine Society recommendations. After 2-3 months of a higher D3 intake, patients can be tested again to see if they need to take more. The current “normal” lab test D range is 30-100 ng/ml. A minimum of 50-80 ng/ml may be much better.

“Men occasionally stumble over the truth, but most of them pick themselves up and hurry along as if nothing happened.”

Sir Winston Churchill (1874-1965)

Quality of Life: Research says that Vitamin D Deficiency (VDD) increases global pain, suffering and death. Research also found that simple, safe and cost-effective vitamin D supplementation can improve health-related quality of life and save time, money and pain. [2016 PMID: 26282006]² It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

All-Cause Mortality (leading to death): VDD has been shown to be inversely and therefore very strongly related to all-cause mortality and cause-specific mortality from cardiovascular diseases, cancer, and respiratory diseases. [2013 PMID: 23446902]³ It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

VDD Skeptics Harm People: It is now generally accepted that VDD is a global problem involved in many acute and chronic diseases.”There is a potentially great upside to increasing the Vitamin D status of children and adults worldwide.” Skeptics and cynics cannot defend ignoring VDD treatment any longer. [2013 PMID: 23790560]⁴ It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

Public Health Action and Strategies for Prevention of VDD: “There is substantial evidence that the prevalence of VDD is unacceptably high in the population, and this requires action from a public health perspective.” [2017 PMID: 29141976]⁵ It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

12 LEADING CAUSES OF DEATH

The CDC lists “a Top 10” leading causes of death in the U.S. (Source: www.CDC.org “Top 10”) The “Top 10” result in 75% of all U.S. deaths, and the top 3 result in 50%. (2017 Medical News Today)

There are actually 2 more. #11 + #12 were appropriately added to the CDC list.

1. Heart Disease (cardiovascular disease) .................. 633,842
2. Cancer................................................................. 595,930
3. Chronic Lower Respiratory Diseases.................. 155,041
4. Accidents (unintentional injuries)......................... 146,571
5. Stroke................................................................. 140,323
6. Alzheimer’s Disease.......................................... 110,561
7. Diabetes.............................................................. 79,535
8. Influenza and Pneumonia................................. 57,062
9. Nephritis, Nephrotic Syndrome and Nephrosis.. 49,959
10. Suicide (intentional self-harm)......................... 44,193
11. Medical Error Death........................................ 400,000 (*the real #3 cause of death)
12. Vitamin & Mineral Deficiencies.................. Unknown

* NOTE: Medical Error Death, is reported to be the REAL #3 leading cause of U.S. deaths. Sadly, as of 3/1/18 the CDC site does not list it as such. Therefore, research funding, reportedly, is not prioritized to address it.
1. Heart Disease: A decade ago, VDD was shown to be independently related to all-cause mortality and cardiovascular mortality. [2008 PMID: 18574092] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

2. Cancer: VDD is highly prevalent in cancer patients and it is a strong independent poor prognosis predictor. [2017 PMID: 28884317] For Example: Breast Cancer (BC) research found VDD to be more common in women with breast cancer. [2011 PMID: 21384167] ...and found VDD in 95.6% of BC patients. [2012 PMID: 22629509] ...and found VDD in 99% of breast cancer females. [2014 PMID: 25603674] ...and found a 47 ng/ml serum D level reduced risk of breast cancer by 50%. [2011 PMID: 21868542] It is time to TREAT VDD!

3. Medical Error Death: A study using 2008 to 2011 data estimated that premature deaths associated with preventable harm to patients to be over 400,000 per year. The article stated that “serious harm seems to be 10- to-20-fold times more common than lethal harm.” [2013 PMID: 23860193] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

4. Chronic Lower Respiratory Diseases (CLRD): Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disorders (COPD) are a large component of portion of CLRD. Research found that VDD is related to an “increased risk of COPD and severe COPD.” [2016 PMID: 27799758] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

5. Accidents (unintentional injuries): A decade ago, VDD was known as a risk factor for falls, which have been a leading cause of death. [2007 PMID: 17410828] Falling and bone fractures are major components that can lead to accidental death. VDD increases the risk of both. [2017 PMID: 29074835] It is time to TREAT VDD!

6. Stroke: VDD is common in stroke patients and is associated with a worse functional outcome. [2016 PMID: 26830443] VDD can predict repeat stroke risk. [2016 PMID: 27461862] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

7. Alzheimer’s & Dementia: Research found that VDD may increase the risks of developing both Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Dementia [2015 PMID: 26231781] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

8. Diabetes: About a decade ago, researchers found that early life VDD was linked to later Type 1 diabetes onset. [2009 PMID: 18846317] Researchers suspected vitamin D supplements may reduce the onset of Type 2 diabetes. [2013 PMID: 22924597] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

9a. Influenza: Over a decade ago, VDD was found to make children more vulnerable to respiratory infections. [2006 PMID: 16959053] A decade ago, VDD was suspected of increasing the risk for getting sick from influenza. [2008 PMID: 18298852] After the 2009 outbreak of the swine flu in Mexico one article noted “it has been well documented that VDD can precipitate the influenza virus.” It “strongly recommended” VDD testing and treatment to prevent respiratory infection. [2009 PMID: 20102323] It is time to TREAT VDD!

9b. Pneumonia: A study of men and women aged 53-73 found a very strong relation between VDD and the risk of getting pneumonia. [2013 PMID: 23596250] VDD was found in about 80% of patients hospitalized with community-acquired pneumonia & VDD predicted higher 28-day all-cause mortality. [2015 PMID: 25946368] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

10. Nephritis, Nephrotic Syndrome and Nephrosis: VDD is “common in chronic kidney disease associated with increased morbidity and mortality.” [2011 PMID: 21426882] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

11. Suicide (intentional self-harm): Suicide attempters were found to have more VDD than depressed non-suicidal patients and controls. Numerous studies show VDD to be associated with depression, schizophrenia and psychotico-skeletal symptoms. So, routine VDD testing may benefit patients with suicidal symptoms, if Vitamin D supplements are prescribed when and as needed. [2014 PMID: 25240206] It is time to TREAT VDD!

12. Vitamin & Mineral Deficiencies: The number of U.S. deaths from vitamin & mineral deficiency is currently unknown, but it may rise near the top of the list soon. [2018 Dr. D. Page] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!
MENTAL ILLNESS

Research shows VDD is often more common & worse in those with MENTAL ILLNESS. There are over 450 Mental Disorder Definitions. VDD is more common or more severe in many of them.

- Alcohol Use Disorders
- Alzheimer’s
- Anhedonia
- Anti-Social Behaviors
- Anxiety Disorder
- Anxiety Post-Stroke
- Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
- Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
- Bipolar Disorder
- Cognitive Disorders
- Depression
- Eating Disorders
- Drug Use Disorders
- Epilepsy
- Erectile Dysfunction
- Major Depressive Episode (MDE)
- Mood Disorders
- Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
- Parkinson’s
- Postpartum Depression (PPD)
- Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD)
- Psychosis
- Psychotic Child Experiences
- Psychotic Geriatric Inpatients
- Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD)
- Schizoaffective Disorder
- Schizophrenia
- Suicide

VDD was found to be “4.7 times more common among outpatients with bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, or schizoaffective disorder.” [2016 PMID: 27662458] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

Severe Mental Illness: “Children and adolescents with severe mental illness need vitamin D supplements regardless of disease or treatment.” [2011 PMID: 21486172] It is time to globally TREAT VDD!

A Few More of the 300+ Ways VDD Hurts or Kills!

- Acne
- ADHD
- Allergies
- Aneurysm
- Arthritis
- Asthma
- Atherosclerosis
- Autism
- Bone Disease
- Carpal Tunnel Syndrome
- Celiac Disease
- Chronic Low Back Pain (LBP)
- Chronic Pain
- Chronic Widespread Musculo-Skeletal Pain
- COPD
- Crohn’s
- Dry Mouth
- Eczema
- Endometriosis
- Epilepsy
- Fertility
- Flu
- Hair Loss
- Headaches
- Herpes
- HIV
- IBS
- Ichthyosis (“Scaly Skin”)
- Infertility
- Hospital & Intensive Care Unit (ICU) Survival—or Not
- Joint Pain
- Life & Death
- Kidney, Liver & Lung Disease
- Maternal VDD May Affect Child Health For Life
- Menstrual Pain
- Obesity
- Opioids
- Osteoporosis
- Orthopedics
- Oral & Overall Health
- Polycystic Ovary Syndrome
- Rickets
- Sepsis
- Septicemia
- Shingles
- Sleep Disorders
- Smoking
- Tuberculosis
- Uterine Fibroids
- Vertigo

Pain & Infections: A controlled study found safe and simple vitamin D supplement treatment (4,000 IU/day) significantly helped with cancer patient pain management & also decreased infections. [2017 PMID: 28859173]

Veteran Health Care Costs & Related Sickness & RDA: VDD is present in many veterans and directly associated with much higher health cares costs and service use. [2011 PMID: 21527166] VDD was found to increase overall veteran costs by 39%. [2008 PMID: 19149342]

Bottom Line: Ignoring VDD in 2018 May Be Reprehensible! Why? Because we will never know how many people can be helped for a day or a lifetime, until we globally treat VDD!

It is time to globally TREAT VDD!
END NOTE REFERENCES


28) The Diagnostic & Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. The standard reference for psychiatry used by the American Psychiatric Association: en.m.wikipedia.org.


**It is time to globally TREAT VDD!**

The new book, *The Global Pandemic of VDD (Vitamin D Deficiency)* should be available mid-2018 as an eBook and in paperback. It should have over 500 End Note References that define and support the over 300 ways VDD can affect your health and your life.